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“Media companies should stop 
ceding the relationship between 
their readers and advertising to 
third parties and agencies.” 

Raju Narisetti, Managing Editor of  
 
in predictions for journalism 2013 by 



The answer to paywalls is no 
(Even in print, advertising has been the largest source of revenue) 

 

 
The answer to mobile is most likely no 

(Mobile is not new, yet revenues remain only a fraction of even desktop) 
 

 
The answer is a more diverse mix of models 

(With advertising absolutely needing to work far better than today)  

#1 

#2 

#3 



Today’s focus is on display advertising 



Declining CTRs 
Declining CPMs 

The targeting paradox 
New competition 

Massive over supply 
Lack of publisher innovation  

Display’s problem: 



“The problem is thinking too small, 
looking for incremental 

innovations – not game changing 
ones.” 



… 
Real-time bidding 
Retargeting 
Micro targeting 
Location based advertising 
Algorithmic CTR optimization 
Viewable impressions 
… 



Are we solving a problem here? 



Or are we creating a problem by 
complicating just about 

everything? 
 

(Yet missing the bigger picture) 



Why? 



”The business model of intermediaries 
in online advertising is dependent on 
indirect sales. So that’s why the industry 
spends an inordinate amount of time 
talking about it — well, that and the billions 
in venture capital money flowing into the 
providers.” 
 

http://www.digiday.com/publishers/the-hard-road-for-the-modern-publisher 
27.3.2012 



Premium inventory 
10-20 % of volumes 
90-80 % of revenues 

Mid-tier inventory 

Remnant 
inventory 

Ad Land’s 
Focus 

% of premium 
publishers 
revenues 

‘Ad Land’ vs. ‘Premium Publishers’ 

% of total online 
ad impressions 



What if we focused the same 
energy and resources on what 
actually matters to us (direct 
premium sales) as we do on 

remnant sales development? 



For premium display to remain 
become a viable source of 

revenue, it needs to be reinvented 



To transform premium display 
into a viable source of revenue, 
what is sold needs to change. 

Therefore, what is reported 
needs to change 

(You sell what you report) 



Premium publishers are selling the wrong 
product 

 
They are selling ad impressions whereas they 

should be selling audience intelligence 

!	  



NEW AUDIENCE REACH AND 
ENGAGEMENT BASED KPIs 

CTR ONLY MEANINGFUL 
PERFORMANCE METRIC 

GROWTH DRIVEN BY BRANDS 
ENTERING DIGITAL 

ONLINE ADVERTISING GROWTH 
LARGELY FROM SEARCH & DR 

INTUITIVE UIs & HIGH LEVEL 
OF WORKFLOW AUTOMATION 

COMPLICATED (PREMIUM) ONLINE 
MEDIA PLANNING AND BUYING 

PUBLISHER-SIDE DATA 
REFINING & VALUE CAPTURE 

DATA OWNERSHIP AND VALUE 
CAPTURE OUTSIDE PUBLISHERS 

Why now? 

DATA-DRIVEN ADVERTISING / 
DIRECT AUDIENCE BUYING 

WEB SITES USED AS AUDIENCE 
PROXIES IN PLANNING & BUYING 



For publishers, this means: 

You sell what you report 
(Even more so in the age of data-driven advertising) 



For publishers, this means: 

Build and apply audience data 
first and foremost to your 

premium sales 
(This is where your data makes a real impact) 



For publishers, this means: 

Strengthen your key advertiser 
relationships by helping them 

improve their marketing 
communications using your 

audience understanding 
(Sell audience intelligence, not advertising space) 



From selling advertising space… 
…to selling audience understanding 



Giving power back to digital publishers… 

Collect, refine, segment & make audience data 
actionable: Turning publishers into data refineries 

Justify higher pricing, grow premium ad sales  & 
strengthen direct advertiser relationships 

Improve editorial appeal & retention; coordinate 
content better with ad sales & internal marketing 

Automate advertising sales & enable client self-
service access to planning and reporting (& buying) 

Build entirely new revenue streams based on your 
unique audience intelligence; ‘sell market research’ 



Make digital media 
understandable to non-
digital marketers 
 
(Demographics form the basis of media planning) 

#1 



Redefine what is premium 
display, by setting new 
standards and expectations 
 
(Introduce new levels of brand targeting and reporting) 

#2 



Thank you. 

Petteri Vainikka, CMO Enreach 
Email: petteri@enreach.me 
Mobile: +358 50 584 5350 
Skype: petteri.vainikka 



About Enreach 
•  Enreach is a technology platform that transforms 

publishers into audience data refineries, and makes 
the refined data assets actionable 
–  Key application area is in premium display advertising, with audience 

targeting and campaign reporting, supported by intuitive direct sales 
workflow automation 

–  Further application areas include front page engagement and paid 
content conversion optimization, and the enrichment of subscriber 
understanding 

•  No conflicting business interests. Focused exclusively on 
helping premium publishers 

•  Established 2010, HQ in Stockholm (Sweden), with offices 
in Helsinki (Finland), Lviv (Ukraine), and London (UK) 

•  Customers include Sanoma, Alma Media, Aller, MTV 
Media, Bonnier, Mediekompaniet, Egmont, Eniro, and 
Aftonbladet 



Introducing the Data-Driven Publisher: 
Overview of the Enreach SaaS cloud architecture 



                          done right. 

”Enreach enables us to collect and refine our vast audience data, and to 
provide our key direct advertisers entirely new data-driven audience and 
campaign insight services.” 
 
 
 
 

Juha Antila, Head of Unit, Online Ad Dev & Ad Ops 

connects data driven display 
with direct sales workflow 

automation.

“Enreach enables us to collect 
and refine our vast audience 
data, and to provide our key 

direct advertisers entirely new 
data-driven audience and 

campaign insight services.”

Juha Antila
Head of Unit, Online Ad Dev & Ad Ops

Sanoma

✓  Every page view - for every user - is collected and analyzed for the past 
90 days (most recent 30 days with higher profiling weight) 

✓  All profiles are updated once a day (no profile is ever older than 24h) and 
segmentation is refreshed automatically to guarantee validity 

✓  Behavioral (online) and demographic (offline) data are fused for highly 
accurate demographic modeling covering 40-60% of online browsers 

✓  Based on semantic content analysis, not archaic and manual decision 
tree models, all data collection, demographic modeling, and interest 
segmentation is fully automated 

✓  All data, at every stage of the process, is owned, controlled and 
accessible to the publisher 



automation by Enreach 

“Enreach has completely revolutionized the way our sales teams and agency clients interface 
with our digital advertising. Everything from audience and placement inventory checks, to 
campaign planning, to sales workflow, to reporting and targeting is now simple and efficient. 
We are now offering our advertisers guaranteed audiences together with audience 
intelligence, not just display space.” 

Pasi Raassina, Head of Online Solutions 

connects data driven display with direct sales workflow automation.

“Enreach Workflow has completely revolutionized the way our sales teams and agency clients interface with our digital advertising. Everything from audience and placement inventory checks, to campaign planning, to sales workflow, to reporting is now simple and efficient.”
Pasi Raassina

Head of Online Solutions
MTV Media

✓  Non-technical user interfaces that are easy to understand and use 
even by users unfamiliar with digital advertising 

✓  Comprehensive sales tool functionality, API integrated with your ad 
server for improved ad ops efficiency 

✓  Unique audience inventory management that understands audience 
segment availability and overlap at a placement level, with reach and 
frequency forecasting & reservation 

✓  Real-time reporting with impression, click and in-view time (in 
seconds) by audience segment, placement and creative 

✓  Media agency and direct advertiser self-service planning and 
reporting dashboards (direct purchase optional) 



connects data driven display with direct sales workflow automation.

“Enreach enables us to collect and refine our vast audience data, and to provide our key direct advertisers entirely new data-driven audience and campaign insight services.”
Juha AntilaHead of Unit, Online Ad Dev & Ad Ops

Sanoma

connects data driven display with direct sales workflow automation.

“Enreach Workflow has completely revolutionized the way our sales teams and agency clients interface with our digital advertising. Everything from audience and placement inventory checks, to campaign planning, to sales workflow, to reporting is now simple and efficient.”
Pasi Raassina

Head of Online Solutions
MTV Media

Unique integration of                 & 

#1 Publisher’s Big Data: 
1st party data collection & refining  

#2 Audience Data Hub 
Data fusion & automatic segmentation 

#3 Integrated applications 
Audience targeting & reporting 

#4 Workflow automation 
Planned media selling (buying) made simple 



Age distribution 
(exposed to the 

campaign) 

Screen sample of Audience Reporting: 

CTR by gender 
(exposed to the 

campaign) 

Viewtime by HHI 
(exposed to the 

campaign) 



Easy-to-use target 
group planning and 

real-time 
segmentation, 

combining 
demographics 

(accurate predictive 
modeling for up to 60 
% of network uniques) 

and semantically 
analyzed  interest 

categories 

Real-time audience and impression inventory forecasting 
(with reservation and guaranteed delivery) 

Screen sample of Audience Targeting (i.e., 
real-time segmentation and forecasting) 



Screen sample of Viewtime Reporting: 

Uplift is calculated based on 
automatically assigned control 
(10 % without targeting)  

Detailed campaign 
level  breakdown of 
in-view time by site, 

section and  
placement 



connects data driven display with direct sales workflow 
automation.

“Enreach enables us to collect and refine our vast audience data, and to provide our key direct advertisers entirely new data-driven audience and campaign insight services.”
Juha Antila

Head of Unit, Online Ad Dev & Ad Ops
Sanoma

connects data driven display with direct sales workflow automation.

“Enreach Workflow has completely revolutionized the way our sales teams and agency clients interface with our digital advertising. Everything from audience and placement inventory checks, to campaign planning, to sales workflow, to reporting is now simple and efficient.”
Pasi Raassina

Head of Online Solutions
MTV Media
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